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Neujahrstag (der 1. Januar): New Years Day 

Neujahrstagsitte: New Years Day custom 
Neujahrstagskispringen: New Years Day ski jumping 

Four Hills Tournament Fills Gap Between Christmas and New Years 
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In most countries, the time between Christmas and the New Year is full of friends, family, food and 
laughter. In Germany, this seven-day stretch means only one thing: ski jumping. The Four Hills 
Tournament, a 63-year-long tradition of athletic excellence, is pretty straightforward. Since 1952, the 
best ski jumpers in the world gather each winter Germany and Austria to ski down impossibly high hills 
and fly through the air like birds. Just watching the jumpers gets the fans' adrenaline pumping and for 

the jumpers themselves, there is no greater high. 

• As jumpers reach the hill, the crowd at the Four Hills Tournament chants "Zieh!" which means 
pull in German. 

The four hills tournament takes place is four cities on four hills. Germany's Oberstdorf and Garmisch

Partenkirchen and Austria's Innsbruck and Bischofshofen are the four cities. The four hills are 
Schattenbergschanze, GroBe Olympiaschanze, Bergiselschanze and Paul-Ausserleitner-Schanze 

. " 
respectively. The tournament takes a little over a week to complete and the scores are averaged over 
each of the four jumps. Skiers speed down a 140 meter hill and spring over 100 meters across the sky 
to the landing zone. The first touch is their recorded distance. As simple as the sport may seem, 
however, this tournament has been the delightful holiday interlude in German households for decades 

and has yet to lose its charm. 

Rich Tradition 

In southern Germany and Austria, ski jumping tradition runs deep. Some of the best ski jumpers from 
this region - Austria in particular has produced dozens of skiing prodigies in recent years - and some 
of the most picturesque hills are located here as well. Over 30,000 spectators attend each of the four 
jumps during the tournament, not to mention the thousands of fans who tune in at home on TV and 
radio. For Germans, there is no better way to ring in the New Year than with a good jump. 

Since two of the four hills are located in Germany, one might expect a degree of "home field advantage" 
in the Four Hills Tournament. While that may have been true in the early years, it is the Austrian athletes 
that have come into their own in recent winters for the Four Hills. In the last five years, Austrian skiers 
have won 14 out of 20 hill jumps and have been tournament victors. The last German to win the overall 

victory was Sven Hannawald in 2001 . 


